
Grade Four HLC Learning Progressions

Multiplicative Reasoning

HLC: Multiply and divide within 1000 within context and with equations.

September → Grade Four HLC Learning Progressions → June

Students must use models to build understanding along this trajectory and interact with a variety of contexts for multiplication and division.
Models should support students' ability to unitize- understand a group or collection of items represents 1. For example, one group of 5 consists
of 5 individual items but is classified as one group.

**Students are maintaining and using their fact strategies to solve basic facts through 100

Extending Single Digit Fact Strategies to Greater Numbers (Partial Products and the models that go with it)
Deriving strategies through area model and decomposition of numbers through use of understanding of facts

Uses the area model to
decompose into smaller
arrays - like a array can24 𝑥 6
be decomposed into a two
arrays e.g. and20 𝑥 6( ) 4 𝑥 6( )

Uses the area model for
products to 1000

to understand100 𝑥 100( )
length and width as the
dimensions of a 1 𝑥 1
square unit. Skip count
rows or columns.

Decomposes the
side lengths to use
the distributive
property with
numbers through

.100 𝑥 100( )

Uses the partial products method to solve
multiplication problems with numbers
through .100 𝑥 100( )

Division (Partitive and quotative models) in both equations and contexts (Using area models, number knowledge, or
sharing models)

Shares equal sized portions
from the total to each group
using benchmark sized
quantities (10, 5, 2 and then 1s)
from a whole within 1,000.

AND/OR
Subtracts equal sized groups
of the divisor from the total.

Uses partial quotients, and repeatedly removes
similar sized products using the divisor as a factor.

Uses inverse relationship, and considers the
missing factor problem for multiplication to solve
a division problem.

Uses partial quotients, removes larger-sized
products using the divisor as a factor,
multiples of benchmark numbers, and
multiplication facts.
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Grade Four HLC Learning Progressions

Place Value (Students must use models to build understanding along this trajectory. Models should support students developing
understanding of the magnitude of digits in their place values.)

Understands expanded notation
of numbers to 1000. Students are
thinking multiplicatively (e.g. 325
is + +3 𝑥 100( ) 2 𝑥 10( ) 5 𝑥 1( )

AND

Understands that each place is 10
x more as you move to the left.

Uses place value
understanding to multiply
single digit times 10 and
extend understanding of
single digit x single digit to
single digit x a group of ten
(e.g.- size of unit -

-one extends to -ten).3 𝑥 1 3 𝑥 1

Uses place value
understanding to
decompose factors to
multiply using area model
and partial products.

Uses place value understanding
to multiply a  single digit by
multiple of 10  and extend
understanding of single digit x
single digit to single digit x
multiple of ten (e.g. -ones3 𝑥 6
extends to

or -tens).3 𝑥 60 3 𝑥 6
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